Jewellery Techniques

- Copper jewelry collection: versatile projects to expand your skills - TT 212 C67 2014
- Patina: 300+ coloration effects for jewelers & metalsmiths - TT 382.2 R86 2014
- Hot & cold jewelry connections: how to make jewelry with and without a torch - TT 212 G74 2014
- First steps in enameling - NK 5000 M33 1994
- 200 tips for jewelry making: tips, techniques, & trade secrets - TT 212 A78 2013
- The art of soldering for jewelry makers: techniques and projects - TT 212 D48 2013
- Silversmithing for jewelry makers: a handbook of techniques and surface treatments - TT 212 B655 2011
- Jewelry upcycled!: techniques and projects for reusing metal, glass, plastic, fiber, and found objects - TT 212 H35 2011
- Stamped metal jewelry: creative techniques & designs for making custom jewelry
- Classic chain mail jewelry - TT 212 R568 2010
- The metalsmith’s book of boxes & lockets - TT 212 C6213 2000

Gemmology

- Gemstones - TS 572 H218 1994
- Gem identification made easy: a hands-on guide to more confident buying & selling - QE 392 M33 2013
- Gemstones of the world - QE 392 S5413 2013
- The jeweler's directory of gemstones: a complete guide to appraising and using precious stones - QE 392 C86 2012

Other Resources

Find e-books, videos, articles and other documents using these databases.

- Academic Search Complete
- Art Full Text
- Canadian Newsstream
- eBook Academic Collection
- Films on Demand – Technical Collection (Trades)
- Social Sciences Full Text

We are here to help!
Mon-Thurs 8 - 6; Fri 8-4
Metalsmith covers the world of studio art and design in contemporary jewelry and metalsmithing - artists in their studios, edgy work, production jewelry, fashion, hollowware, furniture, etc. Metalsmith Tech focuses on techniques, processes, educational philosophies and ideas, professional development topics, and new technology in the field of jewelry and metalsmithing.

Published
4 issues of Metalsmith yearly; 2 issues of Metalsmith Tech yearly

In Library
Current editions plus past 5 years.

Finding Books

Where to look
You will find jewellery-related books in the following sections at our CR Library:

HD 9747 – Manufacturing industries (for books on running a jewellery business)
QE 392 – Geology-Mineralogy (for books on gems and stones)
NK 73_ _ – Decorative Arts (for books on jewellery as an art; jewellery illustration)
TS 740 – Manufactures-Metalworking (for books on jewellery making techniques)
TT 212 – Handicrafts – Metalworking (for books on the craft of jewellery making)

Print Books
Note: this is not an exhaustive list – just a sampling of what is available!

The Business of Jewellery-making
- How to create your own jewelry line - HF 5439 J4 S53 2016
- Setting up a successful jewellery business - HD 9747 G72 B66 2015
- The handmade marketplace - HF 5439 H27 C43 2014

Jewellery Art, Design and Illustration
- Sherman jewellery : the masterpiece collection - NK 7398 S44 C35 2008
- Drawing for jewelers : master class in professional design - NK 7305 F6713 2012
- The art of jewelry design : from idea to reality - NK 7305 O48 2002
- Jewelry design : the artisan’s reference - TT 212 O3 2001
- The new jewelers : desirable, collectable, contemporary - TT 212 D87 2012
- 7000 years of jewellery - NK 7306 S48 2008
- The art of jewelry making : classic & original designs - TT 212 R49 1999
- Jewellery for gentlemen - NK 7305 S54 2018
- Techniques of jewelry illustration & color rendering - NK 7304 M38 1995
- Fine Indian jewellery of the Southwest: the Millicent Rogers Museum collection – E78 S7 T52 2006